
BATCAVE & 1960s BATMOBILE *
Interactive recreation of the iconic 1960’s Batmobile and 
Batcave and a showcase of the various gadgets used in 
the television series

HEROES THROUGH THE DECADES *
Transport yourself back in time with four interactive 
dioramas and see how comics were viewed and 
consumed from the 1930s to modern times

POP CULTURE 
Explores pop culture’s impact on superheros

AGILITY TEST *
Test your coordination and agility by stomping out light-
up pads with your feet

REFLEX TEST *
See if you’re fast enough to keep up in this fast-paced 
activity

STRENGTH TEST *
Test your hand strength and see how you measure up

TARDIS FROM DR. WHO *
A life size replica of the TARDIS from ‘Doctor Who’

KEVA PLANK BATMOBILE BUILD STATION *
Use your imagination to built with KEVA planks

LASER LAB *
Try and solve the puzzle that uses laser beams and mist

HEROE’S TESTING CENTER *
Test your knowledge of the Hall of Heroes. Beat the 
computer at its own game to find the ultimate answers

WIND TUNNEL *
Step into the testing zone of a high-powered wind 
turbine

THERMAL CONDUCTION *
Learn how heat is transferred through various materials

SUPERMAN PHONE BOOTH * 
Engaging and eye-catching photo op

5-FINGER ROBOT * 
Control a robotic arm with five articulating fingers

HANG TIME TEST *
How long can you hang? Test your endurance and see if 
you can outlast the person next to you

JUMPING TEST * 
How high can you reach?  This interactive will tell you

SUPER HERO STOP MOTION
Create your own animated movie

VARIOUS PHOTO OPPORTUNITIES * 
Strike a pose with a life-sized statue of the Incredible 
Hulk, Ironman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Black Panther, 
and Superman.

NUMBER COMBINATION GAME *
Is your memory good enough to find the combination?  
Only time will tell!

REACTION TIME TEST *
Measure your reaction time down to fractions of a 
second to see how your measure up against others

DEFEND THE EARTH*
You’ll need all your abilities to protect the earth from a 
variety of life-threatening elements.

ELEMENTS MICROSCOPE *
Study various sensitive elements under extreme 
magnification

BALANCE TEST *
See if your sense of balance is good enough to bridge the 
gap in this test

X-RAY VISION *
See an experience the illusion of x-ray vision for yourself

SUPER SENSES *
Test your senses - vision, hearing, touch & smell and see 
how optical illusions alter your vision

COMIC VISIONARIES
Learn about the creators of comics

INTERACTIVE LEARNING AND QUIZ STATIONS *
Test your knowledge and understanding of the world of 
Super Heroes and science on interactive screens located 
throughout the exhibit.

SUPERHERO MAGNETIC PUZZLE * 
Arrange our group of superheroes to save your city 
from peril.

Interactive Exhibit Elements

For photos and expanded info, 
visit www.stage9exhibits.com * Interactive Exhibit Element

EXHIBIT SIZE CAPABILITIES
Starting at 5,000 sq ft

NO. OF TRUCKS 
3


